Abstract-In order to improve energy efficiency and decrease network delay in wireless sensor network applied to emergent event monitoring, a new data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent and event-driven is proposed for cluster-based wireless sensor network. The process of dynamically clustering the sensor nodes is based on the event severity degree, by which the scale and lifetime of clusters are determined. And a multi-hop virtual cluster is formed between the base station and the cluster heads in which the base station is regarded as its cluster head. The order of nodes visited along the route by mobile agent has a significant impact on the algorithm efficiency and the lifetime for wireless sensor network. In this paper, the next hop in route planning for mobile agents is determined by the residual energy, the path loss and the stimulated intensity. The mobile agents can gather information by traversing all member nodes. The theory analysis and simulation results show that mobile-agent-based model has a better performance in energy consumption and network delay compared to C/S model. And mobile agent is more suitable for wireless sensor network than C/S model in data aggregation. Furthermore, DGMA will provide a more appropriate performance for wireless sensor network applied to a large scale emergent event monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
A typical wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large number of low-power nodes with sensing, computational, and communication capabilities, in which all nodes are formed to a distributing network system with wireless communications. WSN can be widely applied to all kinds of fields such as military, environment monitoring, industry, medical treatment and intelligent transportation systems. Due to the inherent characteristics of sensor node, limited energy, storage and computational, communication capabilities are always the prominent problems, on which many researchers have an embedded study in term of resource saving and utilizing efficiently, especially on saving energy consumption to prolong network lifetime. The most outstanding study is data gathering protocol based on energy efficiency, in which cluster-based, chain-based and tree-based are the main structures, such as LEACH [1] , PEGASIS [2] and PEDAP [3] .
Cluster-based wireless sensor network saves energy by reducing the number of the nodes communicating with the base station. Compared to direct communication, cluster-based model has a remarkable improving in energy efficiency. On the other hand, to transmit the data from node to node or node to cluster head will consume much more energy than processing the data. So how to reduce the communication degree will be the most essential problem. Mobile Agent (MA) technology will provide a new idea for the key problem. Agent entities move in the network and alternate with environment independently by taking executing codes, running state, processing results and visiting route and some other information. They can move to the node which holds relevant resource to compute according to its goals and environment. The above characteristics in mobile agents are consentaneous to the characteristics and the application demands in wireless sensor network. So the integration on wireless sensor network and mobile agent will be a feasible idea for more widely applications.
Based on the previous work on data fusion applied to emergent event monitoring (EDMGP) [4] , a data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent and eventdriven for cluster-based wireless sensor network (DGMA) is presented in this paper, aimed at the energy consumption and network delay in dynamic clustering data gathering for emergent event monitoring. Especially, the process of dynamically clustering the sensor nodes is based on the event severity degree, by which the scale and lifetime of clusters are determined. And a multi-hop virtual cluster is formed between the base station and the cluster heads by regarded the base station as the cluster head of the virtual cluster. The next hop in route planning for mobile agents is determined by the residual energy, the path loss and the stimulated intensity. The mobile agents equipped on cluster heads can gather information by traversing all member nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the related works about mobile agent applied to wireless sensor network. The dynamic clustering based on emergent event severity degree is described in detail in section 3. The data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent in cluster-based wireless sensor network (DGMA) for emergent event monitoring is put forward in section 4. In section 5, some theory analysis and simulation experiments are performed to validate and analyze the above method. Finally some conclusions are drawn in section 6
II. RELATED WORKS
The distributing wireless sensor network (MADSN) based on mobile agent was firstly presented by Qi [5] , in which mobile agent is used to cooperate signals and process information, and only software codes are transmitted to the sensor nodes. MADSN can reduce the information redundancy and communication overhead for wireless sensor networks. However, MADSN operates based on the following assumptions: (1) the wireless sensor network architecture is cluster-based; (2) source nodes are within one hop from a cluster head; (3) much redundancy exists among the sensory data which can be fused into a single data packet with a fixed size. These assumptions pose much limitation on the range of applications. An earlier project on agent applied to data gathering in wireless sensor network is improving on directed diffusion protocol (DD). Zhang [6] has put forward a directed diffusion algorithm based on cooperative mobile agent for wireless sensor networks, in which mobile agent accounts for performing data processing and making data aggregation decisions at nodes. Malik [7] has also studied on directed diffusion based on mobile agent, in which the operation efficiency is one of the most important goals. And Ma [8] has improved on the algorithm in reference [7] , in which space distributing model is added to optimize the number of mobile agents. The limitations in reference [5] are firstly pointed out, and multi-hop data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent is presented [9] . Mobile agent is exploited three levels to reduce the information redundancy and communication overload for wireless sensor networks. Specifically, data redundancy among sensors is eliminated by application context-aware local processing in node level. Spatial redundancy among closely-located sensors is eliminated by data aggregation in task level. Communication overhead is reduced by data concatenating in combined task level. Aiming to the characteristic that cluster heads need more energy than sensor nodes in LEACH, the LEACH based on mobile agent is promoted to save energy and improve data reliability [10] . With the integration of RF and UWB, shah [11] has put forward a distributed hybrid sensor networks using multiple mobile agents. The mobile agents are quipped with both narrowband RF and UWB transceivers. To reduce the overall cost of the network, the cluster heads are powered with only UWB transmitters and data will be collected from them using multiple mobile agents.
In this paper, we investigate the application demands and the characteristics of data aggregation for emergent events by focusing on emergent event monitoring scene. We propose a data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent and event-driven for a cluster-based wireless sensor network. The mobile agent can be equipped on the cluster head to gather data from all member nodes with traversing in the cluster.
III. DYNAMIC CLUSTERING BASED ON EMERGENT EVENT SEVERITY DEGREE
After wireless sensor network is deployed into the monitoring environment, all nodes will be set to restraining state rather than clustered. And they're activated just when some emergent event occurs. Then the nodes will be clustered. The scale and lifetime of the clusters lie on the event severity degree. After the stimulated intensity is reduced, those activated nodes will change to restraining state over again. All kinds of stimulated intensity and the thresholds for state changing are defined in the section A, such as basic hard threshold (BHT), standard hard threshold (NHT), soft threshold (ST), relative exciting threshold (RETT) and absolute exciting threshold (AETT).
Step 1: The nodes are initialized after deployed. The base station first sends its location information to all nodes. The nodes get their location information, neighbors' location and the distance between itself and the base station.
Step 2: After they are initialized, all nodes will not be clustered beforehand, just be in restraining state.
Step 3: Cluster head node. When some emergent event occurs in some area, for the measurement data (Mdata) from some restraining node i (i∈N), if Mdata>BHT&&|Mdata-NHT|>=ST, then node i will change to the working state from restraining state, and become a cluster head. The severity degree |Mdata-BHT| determines the lifetime time and the scale of the cluster. After the node becomes a cluster head, they will calculate the hop count of CH message broadcast K, K=u|Mdata-BHT|. And the value of RETT and AERR will also be calculated
And the value of NHT will be replaced with new Mdata. The cluster head broadcasts the CH message, the broadcast packet consists of the sign of CH, cluster head ID, transmitting hop-count K, new NHT, AETT and the residual energy.
Step 4: Member nodes. The restraining nodes join into the cluster and change to the working state when they received the CH broadcast message. If K-1>0, (the value of K comes from the CH broadcast packet), the nodes will modify the hop-count K and forward this message. If the value of ID and AETT is same to the former, the message will be dropped. If the nodes what already change to the working state receive the different CH broadcast message, they will decided to join some cluster according to the severity degree, hop count and the residual energy of cluster head.
Step 5: When some emergent event occurs, the first cluster will be formed in event area by regarded the first node activated as its cluster head. In order to avoid the redundant cluster, the nodes which have been cluster head can't be into exciting state again, and the member node in the first cluster can't become the other cluster head, when they are activated by the same event.
Step 6: If t > AETT, which means that the exciting time of the cluster head is over, the cluster will be released. And the cluster head and the member nodes will get back to the restraining state. If some new emergent event occurs, the nodes will compete to become a cluster head over again. 
B. Dynamic clustering based on event severity degree
The cluster-tree structure is used to save energy in the paper, with multi-hop rather than single hop from the member nodes to the cluster head. The dynamic clustering steps are described in the figure 1. r clustering the sensor nodes dynamically An example fo Generally, single-hop communication is taken between the cluster heads and the base station in spite of long distance, in which those cluster heads are away from the base station always have a weak lifetime because of more energy consumption led by long-distance. To account for the above problem, multi-hop communication between the cluster heads and the base station is taken in this paper. A multi-hop virtual cluster is formed with the base station as the cluster head. The path from the cluster head to the base station can be searched as follows. The cluster heads always select the node which is the closest to the base station in the neighbor nodes as its next hop. If the distance from all neighbor nodes to the base station is longer than that from the node itself to the base station, the node will communicate with the base station directly. An example for the virtual cluster is shown in figure 2.
C. The construction of virtual cluster

IV. DATA GATHERING ALGORITHM BASED ON MOBILE AGENT FOR EMERGENT EVENT MONITORING
A. Dynamic route planning of mobile agent
For an emergent event monitoring scene, when some event occurs, only those nodes in event area would be activated to cluster. So in this paper, just the dynamic route planning of mobile agent between the cluster head and its member nodes is done. A mobile agent is equipped on the cluster head. The route for mobile agent is mainly to find a route trace that's begin from the cluster head and ended at the cluster head with traversing all member nodes. The selection of the next hop for mobile agent not only bases on energy consumption and path loss, but also the stimulated intensity received by the nodes, in which the discrete emergent event is under consideration. The computing model for the next hop is shown in (1):
Here, denotes the path loss of node j. denotes the residual energy of node j. According to the different applications, the three coefficients can be set to the different values. The equation (1) indicates that more residual energy, less path loss and more stimulated intensity imply higher probability that the node will become the next hop node of node i. Obviously, more stimulated intensity imply the related event field should be processed in priority. The path loss mainly lies on the distance between the two nodes. So it can be predigested as (2):
Here, is the distance between node i and node j. denotes the threshold of the communication distance (It's a constant), in which the value of lies on the application environments. If , the path loss is just proportional to , otherwise, the path loss is proportional to d .
The stimulated intensity of node j is shown in (3). It's equal to the difference between the sensing data and the basic hard threshold.
The node insertion algorithm is used to construct the moving route for mobile agent. The node i will get the max value of 
B. The data gathering on mobile agent
The mobile agent consists of identification ID, route information, data buffer and processing codes, in which data buffer mainly loads the data distilled or fused data from sensor nodes. It's assumed S MA =S buffer +S FS . FS comprises of the identification ID, route information and process codes that would not vary with moving of mobile agent. S buffer is the data taken by mobile agent.
To reduce the amount of data transmitted, the data must be fused in data gathering nodes. In general, the data is only fused in cluster head, with which the load on mobile agent will be aggravated. Moreover, S buffer is limited. According to the multi-hop link in our algorithm, the fusion operation will be made on those in-between nodes that can not only sense and but also forward the data.  is the data aggregation degree, with which the degree of data fusion can be scaled. ij 
V. THE THEORY ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
A. Simulation setup
To evaluate the performances of MDGA, we simulated it in ns-2.27, in which the definition and implementation of mobile agent is based on embedded C++. The simulation parameters are set as the following TABLE Ⅰ. 
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
Parameter value
Network area 200m×200m
The number of nodes 50~400
The initial energy of nodes 2J 
B. Energy consumption
In the traditional C/S model, the sensing data is transmitted to the base station or the cluster head, on which the data could be fused an processed. However, only mobile agent with fused results is transmitted in mobile-agent-based wireless sensor network. This operation can reduce the amount of communication data. Consequently, the energy consumption can be reduced remarkably. But some additional cost will be produced due to the route planning for mobile agent.
The first-order wireless sensor network model [1] [2] [3] 
The energy consumption is composed of two parts: on the one hand, route planning for mobile agent will consume some energy; on the other hand, the operation that mobile agent moves and fuses data will consume some energy. The energy consumption on route planning ( R E ) consists of the energy consumption that one node broadcasts the information request packet to its neighbor nodes ( br MA E ) (The size of broadcast packet is k 1 ); the energy consumption that the neighbor nodes receive the broadcast packet and return the information packet ( NRP ) (Here, it is assume that the reply packets from the neighbor nodes (NRP) has the same size k 2 ), and the energy consumption that mobile agent computes the
. Because the size of broadcast packet is very short, the energy consumption on broadcast packet will be ignored in the paper. On the other hand, the energy consumption on computing the value of M can be ignored compared to the energy consumption on transmitting data. n is the number of member nodes in one cluster; v i is the number of the NRP of node i. So the energy consumption for route planning can be computed as (8):
For some sensor node, the energy consumption is composed of the energy consumption for transmitting a mobile agent ( 
The energy consumption on C/S-based wireless sensor network is composed of the energy consumption on transmitting the sensing data (E data ), fusing data (E fusion ). The total energy consumption (E CS ) can be computed as (10): Here, S=S MA , which means that the amount of the transmitting data is equal in the above two model. The k 1 and k 2 are much less than S. Constructing the neighbor information table and broadcasting the request packet are the common operations in the two model, so the energy consumption can be counteracted.
The simulation results indicate that mobile-agent-based wireless sensor network has a better performance on energy saving than C/S-based wireless sensor network, especially when there are much more targets. All member nodes would be regarded as the target nodes in this paper. The average energy consumption is shown in figure 3 with the scene that the number of network nodes is 100. And the average energy consumption based on the different network density is shown in figure 4 . 
C. Network delay
In the mobile agent-based wireless sensor network, the network delay is the time from when the base station dispatches mobile agents to when mobile agents take the data return to the base station. The network delay consists of four parts in our algorithm: (1) The delay that one node finds the next hop node in the dynamic route planning, which mainly includes the time that the nodes wait for the reply packets from the neighbor nodes (NRP) (T NRP ).
(2)The transmitting time that sensor nodes transmit mobile agents (T MA(P) ). (3) The propagation time that mobile agents move from one node to another node (T MA(P) ). (4) The fusing time that mobile agents fuse the data (T fusion ). Here, we only give the computing method for the total delay in one cluster, with which the total delay in the whole network can be achieved easily. The total delay (T MA ) in one cluster communication in the mobile-agent-based wireless sensor network can be described as the following (11):
, , ,
Here, , , X i tr t , , , 1,
X j fusion t respectively denote the transmitting delay, propagation delay and fusion delay for some kinds of packet X, in which X could be RNP or MA. The T MA can be computed further as the following (12) 
Here, n is the number of member nodes in one cluster; m is the number of fusion nodes, N is the number of member nodes which don't fuse the data and only transmit and receive the mobile agent, N+m=n. The k 2 is the size of the NRP defined on the above sections. The v i is the number of the NRP of node i. The s 1 and s 2 respectively denote the transmitting factor and the propagation factor, in which s 1 and s 2 mainly lie on the communication width, and they are equal to the derivative transmitting rate and propagation rate. The equation (13) indicates that the delay mainly lies on the size of the packets when the s 1 and s 2 are assured beforehand in the mobile-agent-based wireless sensor network. If the propagation delay and fusion delay can be ignored, at the same, the size of RNP is as small as possible, the total delay can be simplified to the (13):
In C/S-based wireless sensor network, the network delay is composed of the transmitting time, the propagation time the fusion time that the fusion nodes receive and fuse the data and the time that the cluster node receives and processes the data. The total delay can be described in (14):
. 
Here, S denotes the size of data packets. The original data that the member nodes in the cluster collect can be transmitted concurrently in the C/S-based wireless sensor network. But the fusion nodes only receive the data serially. With the amount of the data increasing, T CS will have a faster increase compared to T MA .
The experiment results indicate that DGMA in mobileagent-based model is just little better than EDMGP in C/S-based model. Especially, when the amount of events increases in some event area, the network delay increases more fastly, even exceeds EDMGP, as shown in figure 5 . The most important reason is that mobile agents need to traverse all nodes, just not to find an optimal route to ensure the integrality of data. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Aiming at energy consumption and network delay in wireless sensor network applied to emergent event monitoring, we have presented a new data gathering algorithm based on mobile agent and event-driven for the chain-based wireless sensor network in this paper. The nodes in the event area will be clustered dynamically according to the event severity degree, only when some event occurs. The multi-hop virtual cluster would be formed between the base station and the cluster heads. Every cluster head is equipped with a mobile agent, in which mobile agent traverses the member nodes according to the dynamic planning route. The route planning mainly lies on energy consumption, path loss and the stimulated intensity. The experiment results indicate that DGMA here can remarkably save the energy and efficiently reduce network delay in the same condition, especially, the algorithm is propitious to a large-scale wireless sensor network for emergent event monitoring.
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